
  

 

 

La Isabela Suites © 

Contact us to adapt this package to your needs with more services, more people or more nights 

Guest Services 
contact@laisabelapanama.com 

(+507) 388-4105/06 

Whassap: (+507) 6983-4482 
http://www.laisabelapanama.com 

Skype: laisabelapanama  
 

CONQUER THE WORLD                                      

“To Adventure is to find yourself whole again”                               

CODE: Adventure2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 5 DAYS and 4 NIGHTS FOR 2 PEOPLE:  

You will be picked up from (and returned to) the airport by a private chauffeur who 

will bring you in safely to your Suite, with superb views. Get into your 

Conquistador/a mood: The adventure begins.   

(This package is not yet included in the Guinness Book of Records, but it should!) 
 

Conquer the rivers 

Starting strong is always the best strategy for winning. You will be picked up at 

05.00AM in your 4Wheels Drive to reach places inaccessible through roads by 

normal human beings. You will trek, raft, and kayak and will privy the secret 

corners of the rivers and lakes of the Embera Indians Tribe territory.  
 

Conquer the Oceans 

Panama is an indigenous word that means “abundance of fish…” If that is not 

enough to put it in your bucket list, what about this: Panama is the only place in the 

world where you can dive 2 oceans in 1 day. Dive among Corals, sunken pirate 

ships, sharks, dolphins, and have the most amazing diving experience in your own 

subaquatic kingdom….  

 

Conquer the jungle 

The Canopy Tour, located around the spectacular waterfall "El Macho" in "El Valle 

de Anton," offers the adventurous the opportunity to ascend into the forest canopy 

and see jungle life from a perspective previously available only to a selected few 

nature researchers and photographers (and of course the birds…).  
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NORMAL PRICE FOR 2 PEOPLE - $2,120.00 (All tax and cost included) 
 

PROMOTION PRICE FOR 2 PEOPLE- $1,790.00 (All tax and cost included) 
  *Contact us to Add “Conquer the Skies” and fly in your own private helicopter over the 

Panama Canal and we will give you the Conquistador Award Certificate! 

http://www.laisabelapanama.com/

